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SIBLING TO ANOLIS CYBOTES:

DESCRIPTION ANDFIELD EVIDENCE

Ernest E. Williams^

Abstract. A new species, Anolis marcanoi, very close to A. cy botes, is

described from the southern slopes of the Cordillera Central in the Domini-

can Republic. Differing from A. cy botes primarily in the species recognition

character of a red rather than a white or grey dewlap, it appears to be

surrounded by populations of A. cy botes and is also sympatric with that

species in a considerable part of its known range. Ecological differences

between the two species are not obvious, and it is possible that neither is

able to displace a resident population of the other.

In December 1966, Joel D. Weintraub, collecting in the

Dominican Republic, brought back from San Jose de Ocoa
two small lizards which in general morphology and in scale

characters appeared to be assignable to the species Anolis cybotes.

These specimens, although clearly juvenile, had rudimentary

reddish dewlaps. The color of the dewlaps immediately at-

tracted attention, since all the then known populations of A.

cybotes, a species widely distributed throughout Haiti and the

Dominican Republic, had yellow or grayish, more rarely orang-

ish pigmentation in the dewlap but never red except in popula-

tions at the extreme end of the Southwest Peninsula of Haiti,

which, while having a reddish dewlap, have also more or less

keeling on chest and belly scales, while the red-dewlapped form

from San Jose de Ocoa had perfectly smooth chest and belly

scales.

A search for the population from which Weintraub took his

specimens began in 1968, and over several subsequent summers
the evidence has built up that the red-dewlapped cybotes-Yikt
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Anolis is a new species quite distinct from A. cyhotes in electro-

phoretic characters but nearly indistinguishable in squamation

and identical in karyology\ The two species overlap spatially in

a complex way.

The new species is named for Professor Eugenio de Jesus

Marcano F., who helped so much in early investigations in the

Dominican Republic.

Type. MCZ 131837, an adult male from ca 5 km N La
Horma, Peravia Pro\'ince, Dominican Republic, collected by

Jonathan Roughgarden and local inhabitants, 18 July 1972.

Paratypes. All from Peravia Province, Dominican Repub-
lic. Same localitv as tvpe: MCZ 131846-75, J. Roughgarden
and local inhabitants collectors, 18 July 1972; MCZ143437-43,

P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huey collectors, 2 August 1974. Lizard

markets vicinity of La Horma: MCZ131824-42, local inhabi-

tants collectors, 19 July 1972; 1 km N Malaqueta on road to

Valle Nue\'o, W. E. Hall, E. J. Marcano and E. E. Williams

collectors, 1 Julv 1969; below pines, Sabana Larga, N of San

Jose de Ocoa: MCZ 117810, W. E. Hall, E. J. Marcano and
E. E. Williams collectors, 1 Julv 1969; San Jose de Ocoa: MCZ
104402-03, J. Weintraub coUector, 21 December 1966; 1.3 mi
S San Jose de Ocoa, 1400 feet: V 34068-79, A. Schwartz and
local inhabitants collectors, 19 November 1971; bridge over the

Rio Ocoa S San Jose de Ocoa: MCZ107072-76, A. S. Rand,
E. J. Marcano and E. E. WilHams collectors, 27 Julv 1968;
MCZ 117809, 118606, W^ E. Hall, E. J. Marcano and E. E.

Williams collectors, 1 Julv 1969; MCZ143247, P. E. Hertz and
R. B. Huev collectors, 22 Julv 1974: 3-5 km S San Jose de
Ocoa: V 21392-95, R. K. Bobilin and R. Thomas collectors,

24 July 1969; 16 km N Cruce de Ocoa: MCZ 143246, P.E.

Hertz and R. B. Huev collectors, 21 Julv 1974; 12 km N Cruce
de Ocoa: MCZ143245, P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huev collectors,

22 Julv 1974; 3 km N Cruce de Ocoa, 500 feet: V 35815, A.
Schwartz and local inhabitants collectors, 27 December 1972;
coconut grove near Las Carreras on road to San Jose de Ocoa,
MCZ115640, W. E. Hall, E. J. Marcano and E. E. W^illiams col-

lectors, 1 Juh 1969; Las Mayitas, 27 km S San Jose de Ocoa,

'Like A. cyhotes the new species has the 12 niaciochromosoine, 24 micro-
chromosome karyotype that occurs so frequently in iguanids and other
lizards (\V. Hall, personal communication) .
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550 feet: V 15645, V 15598, J. K. Lewis collector, 3, 5 August

1968; 6 km N of Bani on road to El Recodo (just S of the first

ford), P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huev collectors, 20 July 1974; La

Jina, 7-8 km N of Bani on road to El Recodo: MCZ143241^3,

143248-49, 143262, natives for P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huey

collectors, 20 July 1974; MCZ143244, P. E. Hertz and R. B.

Huey collectors, 2 August 1974; 11 km N of Bani on road to

El Recodo: MCZ143253-55, P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huey col-

lectors, 20 Julv 1974; 12 km N of Bani on road to El Recodo:

MCZ143256-61, P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huey collectors, 20 July

1974; 13 km N of Bani on road to El Recodo: MCZ143250,

P. E. Hertz and R. B. Huey collectors, 20 July 1974.

Head. Head moderately massive, snout to posterior border of

eye about as long as tibia. Head scales mostly smooth. Five to

nine scales across snout between second canthals. A shallow

frontal depression. Naris in front of canthal ridge. Anterior

nasal scale (sometimes divided) in contact with rostral.

Supraorbital semicircles in contact or separated by one scale

row, separated from the supraocular disks by single rows of

granules. Supraocular disks consisting of about six to eighteen

enlarged weakly keeled scales separated by about five rows of

scales and granules from the scales of the supraciliary rows. One
or two elongate supraciliaries continued posteriorly by a double

row of moderately enlarged scales. Canthus distinct, canthal

scales four, the second largest. Loreal rows four to seven, the

lower rows larger. Supratemporal area granular, grading into

moderately enlarged scales surrounding the interparietal. Inter-

parietal slightly larger or slightly smaller than ear, separated

from the supraorbital semicircles by one to three scales.

Suboculars separated from supralabials by one row of scales

or in contact, anteriorly grading into loreals, posteriorly grading

into large scales at the comer of the mouth. Six supralabials to

the center of the eye.

Mentals broad as long, usually in contact posteriorly with four

small throat scales. Infralabials narrow, in contact with two to

three large sublunate sublabials. Throat scales small, swollen,

not keeled; only the anterior ones elongate.

Trunk: Middorsal scales not abruptly larger than flank scales

(Fig. 1, compare also figures in WilHams, 1963). Ventrals much
larger than middorsals, cycloid, smooth. Postanal scales en-

larged, often broken into four.



Figure 1. Dorsal scales. Left: Anolis marcanoi, Paratype, MCZ 107075.

Right: A. cybotes, MCZ 115641. Both from the bridge over the Rio Ocoa
south of San Jose de Ocoa, Peravia Province, Dominican Republic.
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Gular Jan. Large, scales smooth, no larger than ventrals.

Limbs and dibits. Hand and foot scales multicarinate. About
15-22 scales under phalanges 2 and 3 of fourth toe. Largest

scales of arm unicarinate, of leg smooth or very weakly multi-

carinate; those of arm smaller, those of thigh larger than ven-

trals.

Tail. Compressed, each verticil surmounted by four sharply

keeled scales, ventrally three pairs of somewhat larger, strongly

keeled scales.

Color. Brown with or without obscure dorsal blotching, head

sometimes distinctly reddish. Dewlap in males distinctly rose-

red at the edge, more orangish anteriorly and posteriorly, but

purplish or even bluish toward the center, the colors grading

into one another. Females with vestigial red-ringed throat fans

and usually distinct longitudinal dark streaks on the white of

chin and throat.

Differential characters. On the classic characters convention-

ally used in Anolis, especially preserved Anolis, A. marcanoi is

a poorly differentiated species. No scale characters will con-

sistently separate marcanoi from cybotes. (From the geographi-

cally adjacent related montane species, A. shrevei as well as A.

whitemani of the arid lowlands to the west, A. marcanoi is amply

distinct by its smooth rather than keeled ventrals.)

Some specimens of marcanoi have almost no enlargement of

the middorsal scales anywhere on the dorsum : in most the sacral

area shows the middorsal scales minimally or not enlarged. How-
ever, some specimens of cybotes and marcanoi —both sexes and

all ages —are impossible to distinguish by this character, i.e. in

these animals of both species the middorsal scales are weakly

enlarged. No other scale characters seen are even as useful as

this.

Color, then, is the major differential character, the male dew-

lap being especially obvious, but the red in the throat of females

is also highly diagnostic.

Distribution. The distribution of A. marcanoi is curiously

complex ( Fig. 2 ) . It is recorded from the area just south of the

first ford on the road to El Recodo, north of Bani (here A.

cybotes is also present) , and from La Jina, the village just beyond

the first ford (no cybotes obtained). Marcanoi is known as far
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A shrevei O cybotes D marcanoi

Figure 2. The known distribution of Anolis marconoi. Squares: A. mar-

canoi. Circles: A. cybotes. Triangle: A. shrevei.

north on this road as the second ford, and presumably beyond

it, but this ford is impassable in a rental car. The new species

occurs also on the slopes of Loma de Pinos, just east of the road

which connects Constanza in the Cordillera Central via San Jose

de Ocoa with the road west from Santo Domingo to Barahona.

There are only sight records from this area. North of Cruce de

Ocoa on the west road there are occasional records of marcanoi
south of San Jose de Ocoa ; in these instances it is found on fence
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posts or in coconut groves, apparently as enclaves with a wider

but sparse distribution of cyhotes in the surrounding acacia. At

the bridge just south of San Jose de Ocoa, and inside or in the

immediate environs of the city, both species occur broadly inter-

mingled. North of the city as far as La Horma, A. cyhotes is

known only from lizard markets in villages, while A. marcanoi

was collected on rocky hillsides, i.e. cyhotes now appears as en-

claves within populations of marcanoi. At lizard markets up to

4 km N of La Horma only ynarcanoi was obtained. A single

specimen of marcanoi is known from 9 km N of La Horma. At
1 3 km N of La Horma cyhotes reappears and, on the evidence of

three specimens of this species and no examples of marcanoi,

appears to separate marcanoi from Anolis shrevei, another cy-

hotes relative living on the peculiar cold plateau of Valle Nuevo.

Many more specimens have been seen and even collected than

have been preserved. Some of the material used for electrophore-

sis was collected by Thomas Jenssen from nine localities within or

near the city of San Jose de Ocoa: 8 km N San Jose de Ocoa
on road to Nizao, 2 km north of the city under the bridge over

the Rio Ocoa, 8 km N on road to La Horma, at the school in

the southwest end of town, 3 km Won road to El Pinar, 2 km
5 at bridge over the Rio Ocoa ( and along the river itself

) , 3 km
S along a small tributary of the Rio Ocoa.

In the vicinity of San Jose de Ocoa the two species occur

almost syntopically but nevertheless with some tendency to ex-

clusion. It is not easy anywhere to define an ecological difference

between the two species. The association with rocky, very open

hillsides is definite for marcanoi in the vicinity of La Horma
(hence at relatively high elevations), but in the lowlands near

the intersection with the west road marcanoi is known from a

shaded coconut grove. Presumably some combinations of tem-

perature and humidity may provide different optima for the two

species, but this is a physiological question not yet worked out.

DISCUSSION

"Sihling species.''

It becomes more and more obvious that, in addition to those

species in which museum taxonomists rejoice because they are

very distinct in terms of the characters conventionally studied,

there are in many groups valid biological species only imperfectly

separable on museum characters, if at all. This phenomenon is
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only interesting in terms of the history of museums, not of biology.

Museum techniques alter as taxonomy progresses. It will not be

necessary in the near future to defend or specially comment on
cases like that here described. Given that species status should

be recognized by any taxonomist on the full suite of characters

known for any population and not on the basis of some subset

selected because of convention or convenience, it is inevitable

that marcanoi be recognized as a full species.

The two juvenile specimens on which the discovery of mar-
canoi was based lack any trace of gular red after eight years in

alcohol. It would be difficult or impossible to separate them as

a distinct taxon now, were they all that was available. But this

is a failure of techniques, a museum failure like the failure of a

library with books printed with impermanent ink.

The biological phenomenon in marcanoi and cybotes that is

interesting is the way in which they overlap. On a large scale

map, marcanoi and mybotes do overlap over a considerable dis-

tance. Macro-geographically they are in part sympatric, but

quite clearly they are rarely syntopic. A. cybotes and A. mar-

canoi are in this regard rather similar to the Cuban homolechis-

allogus-sagrei series. As with marcanoi and cybotes, these color

differences and dewlap differences are more reliable than scale

differences; the latter are in fact few, minor, and usually bridged

by intrapopulational variation. In the Cuban series, as with

marcanoi and cybotes, there may be close physical juxtaposition.

A walk down a path through the woods on a Cuban finca might
find two species on adjacent trees, three species not far from one

another, but close examination would show that one species lived

in deep shade, one in half shade, one in open sun. Where the

environment, at the edges of these different habitats, juxtaposed

the three conditions of shade, half shade and sun, the lizard

species would also be juxtaposed, while where the environment

was homogenous over a larger area, there the lizard populations

would also be homogenous (Ruibal, 1961 ; Ruibal and Williams,

1961).

The relations between marcanoi and cybotes, however, ap-

pears to be subtler than that in the Cuban series. An inadvertent

experiment may demonstrate this point. The first series of mar-
canoi were taken in a grove of trees on the right bank of the

river at the bridge over the Rio Ocoa south of San Jose de Ocoa.

Only marcanoi was taken in this situation. In several subsequent

summers the grove of trees has been occupied by cybotes, never
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by rnarcanoi, which instead has been found on rocks and fence-

posts on the open road above the grove. Our latest observations

found the area considerably altered and on the day of observation

neither species was taken in the grove. Our first ecological judg-

ment based on collections in the strove during," the first vear were

that marcanoi preferred shade and cybotes (presumably) sun.

But subsequent multiple observations both at the grove by the

ri\er and elsewhere have demonstrated this conclusion to be

wrong. Apparently cybotes and marcanoi do not respond to the

environment as litmus paper does to acid or base, or as the

Cuban species more nearly seem to do. On the contrary, simple

physical possession seems to be part of the story. By the act of

collecting we cleared an area of marcanoi. Cybotes was the

species that moved in and has held this small area ever since.

There may thus be situations —perhaps many situations —in

which the advantage to either species is so marginal that it can-

not dispossess a population in residence.

By this hypothesis cybotes and marcanoi differ as little physi-

ologically as they do morphologically. If this be true, it is espe-

cially interesting that the electrophoretic evidence presented by

T. P. Webster in Breviora 431 shows that the genetic base for

these very similar morphological and physiological phenotypes is

so sharply different. It is once again a lesson that phenotypic

similarity is an imperfect clue to the continuity of genetic systems.

Clearly no evidence can be neglected if our object is to establish

the reality of genetic discontinuity.
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